The Ultimate Checklist for Cloud Master Data Management

Want to unleash the power of your data? See how cloud MDM makes business sense.

Don’t compromise on completeness
Eliminate the time and cost of deploying, provisioning, and managing infrastructure and instead open access to masses of genuine business value.

Keep your data accessible
Don’t boil the ocean. Take a phased approach by addressing smaller initiatives to prove success while working towards complex and enterprise-wide data challenges.

AI and machine learning
Don’t compromise on completeness. Select a single cloud MDM solution that combines data catalog, data integration, data quality, data enrichment, and business process management in one easy-to-use tool.

Data security should not be an afterthought
Innovate, innovate, innovate.
Don’t compromise on completeness. Select a single cloud MDM solution that combines data catalog, data integration, data quality, data enrichment, and business process management in one easy-to-use tool.

Innovate, innovate, innovate
Consider a scalable solution that can move from an on-premise provider to a cloud with a microservices-based architecture designed to deploy and enhance quickly.

8 Questions to Ask Before Selecting a Cloud MDM Solution

1. What best-of-breed capabilities does the solution provider offer?
2. Do they offer data quality and security?
3. Is it easy to integrate, cleanse, standardize, validate, and enrich data?
4. Are data governance and a metadata catalog capabilities included?
5. Will the solution evolve and adapt to your business needs?
6. Is it on a microservices-based architecture?
7. Can it automatically scale to address demand spikes?
8. What is the speed and quality of solution innovation?

Want to unleash the power of your data? See how cloud MDM makes business sense.
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